Q&A Video: November 27, 2020
Link: https://youtu.be/3DauIuHqngU

Place in
Video

Question Asked

1:13

Since we create our own reality, and we have a life plan that
we make before we come here how does prayer fit in?

2:17

Do animals we have a soul bond with come back to us
again?

3:54

Are paranormal realm-aspects of reality that seem to cross
cultures and times like creatures like Bigfoot or Loch Ness are they some type of inter-dimensional beings?

5:21

What is the connection of our emotional health and ability to
connect - how can we heal from feeling unworthy to connect?

7:47

Do pendulums work and if so how does spirit manipulate
them?

9:45

Are drugs or alcohol a possible help or likely hinderance to
increased spiritual awareness and if they are a hinderance
how does one know where to draw the line?

11:37

What is evolution like on the other side? Do guides and
angels evolve?

13:07
13:58

Are waves of emotion affected by the moon?
Is mediumship hereditary? Is it passed in DNA?
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15:00
16:40

Do victims of violent deaths feel the pain?
Please explain Karma and how that works on our soul's
journey.

18:30

Can those in spirit feel wonderful things like we do with our
senses?

19:23

Do you have advice about using binaural beats? Is it better to
use high frequencies to raise our vibration or to use lower
tones to get into a mediative state?

20:30

When souls pass over do they eventually merge into one
union and drop the identity they had here on earth?

22:41

What is going on when spirits seen to be stuck or not
completely leaving to the other side?

24:31:00 If a person passes from severe dementia are they able to
communicate normally once they cross over?
25:29:00 There are so many calling themselves spiritual teachers.
How do we know what is true and who to follow?
27:45:00 As we approach this holiday season, is there a certain
practice or attitude that Joy (Source, God) would recommend
for us?
30:41:00 What will our education systems look like in the future - will
there be a reconnection of love and spirituality in our
education?
33:06:00 If our guides are always around us, how do we get any
privacy?
34:42:00 Can our loved ones in spirt see everything we do?
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Question Asked
When our world switches to 5D, what happens to those who
aren’t holding that frequency?

37:03:00 Can the deceased help us against our will, and if so, do
they?
38:04:00 Is there a set number of souls that reincarnate or are there
new souls that come in?
39:12:00 In regard to finding love in the digital age of dating, do we
have to search for our soulmates or trust that life brings this
person to us at the right time?
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